Electrochemical oxidation and etching of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) has been achieved using biased atomic force microscopy (AFM) lithography, allowing patterns of varying complexity to be written into the top layers of HOPG. The graphitic oxidation process and the trench geometry after writing were monitored using intermittent contact mode AFM. Electrostatic force microscopy reveals that the isolated mesoscopic islands formed during the AFM lithography process become positively charged, suggesting that they are laterally isolated from the surrounding HOPG substrate. The electrical transport studies of these laterally isolated finite-layer graphitic islands enable detailed characterization of electrical conduction along the c-direction and reveal an unexpected stability of the charged state. Utilizing conducting-atomic force microscopy, the measured I (V ) characteristics revealed significant non-linearities.
Introduction
Carbon nanomaterials such as fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, graphene and their derivatives find use as active components in many nanoscale devices because of their extraordinary physical and electrical properties [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The many virtues of graphene and their proposed exploitation in functional materials and devices have motivated a rapid crescendo of research in graphene-like materials in general, since publication of the 'peel and rub' technique made the material accessible to virtually any research laboratory in the world [6] . For most microelectronic device applications, conversion of graphene into semiconducting form through spatial confinement is essential. Devices fabricated from few-layer graphene take advantage of their intrinsically small size [7] and also changes in the electrical properties of carbon materials due to chemical environment, adsorbed gases or applied electric fields have been exploited [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . While notable progress in this area has been reported recently, the level of device integration is far removed from state-of-theart commercial devices [13] . In this context, direct physical etching methods may play an important role and may offer essential attributes for technological advancements.
Of notable interest are scanning probe lithographic techniques which offer a direct electrochemical etching of graphene to demonstrate control over size and shape with both high precision and resolution [14] . In particular, atomic force microscope (AFM) based scanning probe lithography may offer a viable route toward scalability, an important hurdle that must be overcome to produce the requisite massive parallelism [15] . Nanolithography using AFM is thus an established patterning approach that has been employed as an inexpensive tool to make prototype devices without the need for the extensive infrastructure required by photolithographic technologies. For instance, local anodic oxidation (LAO) using AFM is routinely employed to produce oxide nanopatterns on a variety of semiconductor and metal surfaces [16] , and sometimes to fabricate templates [17, 18] and also nanoscale devices [19, 20] . In this process, the application of a moderate tip bias of a few volts generates enough electric field (∼10 8 -10 10 V m −1 ) to produce oxidative species (OH − , O − ) from the water meniscus formed between the tip and the surface. These species are responsible for the local electrochemical reactions to oxidize the given surface [21] . A promising approach is to fabricate and shape carbon nanostructures through local electrochemical reactions using a biased scanning AFM tip. As a consequence, carbon layers are etched due to the generation of volatile oxide products (CO and CO 2 ) and the rate of etching depends on the strength and polarity of the applied bias, tip scan velocity, tip-sample force, and relative humidity. It is therefore not surprising that scanning tunneling and atomic force microscopes have been used to pattern graphene nanoribbons from graphene flakes [14, 22] . Electrochemical modifications of carbon materials such as carbon nanotubes and graphite have been reported in the literature [11, 12, [23] [24] [25] [26] .
Here we report on the fabrication and electrical characterization of mesoscopic graphitic islands (MGIs) that are cut from flat highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) substrates, to form isolated regions with nanometric trenches surrounding them. The MGIs have been created through either local electrochemical oxidation or etching of HOPG surfaces under a negatively biased AFM tip operated in full or intermittent contact mode. Interestingly and unexpectedly accompanying the creation, the MGIs are found to store electrical charge, evidenced by electrostatic force microscopy (EFM). They are also electrically weakly linked to the rest of the HOPG as seen using conducting-atomic force microscopy (C-AFM).
Experimental details
The HOPG sample used in our experiments was purchased from NT-MDT, ZYB grade (mosaic spread ∼0.8
• ). Before scanning, a clean HOPG surface was freshly prepared by stripping away a few layers using the conventional sticky tape technique. AFM imaging and bias lithography were performed at room temperature employing a Dimension 3100 SPM with an NS-IV controller (Veeco, USA). Both intermittent contact (dynamic AFM) and direct contact scanning modes were used. During the lithography, the feedback was turned off, and the lateral specific movements and the Z -position of the tip were adjusted using the 'Nanoman Software'. The depth of the trenches was controlled by varying experimental conditions such as mode of operation, tip bias, magnitude of force (Zposition) and relative humidity.
Metallized Pt/Ir coated Si cantilevers with a nominal spring constant of 2.2 N m −1 and resonance frequency of 75 kHz (Veeco Model SCM-PIT) were used for tapping mode AFM. For contact mode work, Pt/Ir coated Si cantilevers (Veeco Model SCM-PIC) with a nominal spring constant of 0.2 N m −1 and resonance frequency of 16 kHz were used.
Where required, Sader's method was used to measure the precise spring constant of the cantilever [27] . Typically, a set point in the 5-10 nN range was used during contact mode lithography. In intermittent contact scans, the free amplitude of cantilever oscillation was set to 35-47 nm when the tip was far from the substrate. Tapping mode imaging and lithography were performed with a set point amplitude ratio of 50-60%. The tip-substrate force was estimated using the VEDA AFM simulation tool [28] . Unless stated otherwise in the text, the tip velocity used while electrochemically writing a feature was 0.5 μm s −1 . A bias voltage could be applied to the metallized AFM tips using the AFM controller electronics and a controllable negative tip bias ranging up to −12 V was applied during lithography with the substrate at ground potential. The experiments were carried out in clean ambient conditions with relative humidity of 30-50% at 22
• C. Electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) was performed using a biased conducting tip coated with a 20 nm layer of Pt/Ir evaporated on top of a thin 3 nm Cr adhesion layer. The electrostatic force was detected as a phase shift in the cantilever response with respect to the dither piezo drive signal as measured after performing a topographic line scan and then lifting the tip by an additional height of 60 nm. Conducting-atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) measurements were performed using Pt/Ir coated Si tips operated in contact mode on a diInnova SPM (Veeco, USA). The conducting tip is brought into contact with the substrate until a preset loading force is reached. The bias voltage on the sample is then varied while the resulting current is measured. Raman spectroscopy measurements on electrochemically etched pits were carried out using a micro-Raman spectrometer (Model 25-LHR-151-230, Melles-Griot, USA) with an excitation wavelength of 632.8 nm and a laser spot size of 1 μm.
Results and discussion

Tip-substrate interaction
The nature of the tip-substrate interaction is worth a brief mention, although similar information may be found elsewhere [29] . Under the given experimental conditions, it is possible to estimate theoretically the peak tip-substrate force when the tip comes into intermittent contact with the HOPG substrate. Using the VEDA AFM simulation tool [28] , we estimate the tip-substrate force to be approximately 6 nN. When contact mode is used, the tip-substrate force is preset to a value of 5-10 nN.
To estimate the contribution of the electrostatic force during electrochemical etching of the HOPG substrate, we take into account two contributions: (i) the electrostatic force (F tip ) that develops between the tip apex and the substrate and (ii) the electrostatic force exerted by the cantilever (F cant ) due to the applied bias [29] . For the tip apex, we model the electrostatic force by using a planar capacitor model
where ε o is the dielectric constant, A is the effective tipsubstrate contact area, V the applied bias voltage, and d the Figure 1 . Evidence for the formation of a water neck and long-range electrostatic interactions can be found from the static force versus displacement data in (a), which illustrates the increased lift-off force when the tip is biased. In the dynamic approach curve shown in (b), the onset of amplitude reduction due to long-range electrostatic forces as the tip bias is increased.
gap between the tip and the sample. If we assume a reasonable value for the contact area A of 240 nm 2 (tip radius 20 nm) and a minimum tip-substrate air gap d of 0.5 nm, we estimate that a bias voltage of 8 V produces an additional applied force of 250 nN.
The cantilever force F cant is calculated in much the same way, but a small tilt angle α is included to account for the tilt between the cantilever and the sample surface [29] . For small angles (α ≈ 20
• ), F cant can be described by
where b and c are the width and length of the cantilever, respectively, and t is the length of the tip. For the cantilevers used here (Veeco SCM-PIT intermittent contact: c = 225 ± 25 μm, b = 50 ± 5 μm, t = 12.5 ± 2.5 μm, or Veeco SCM-PIC contact: c = 450 ± 45 μm, b = 28 ± 5 μm, t = 12.5± 2.5 μm), we estimate forces less than 3 nN at an applied bias voltage of 8 V. Based on these estimates, it is clear that the dominant force during intermittent contact nanolithography is ∼250 nN. Thus for a nominal tip radius of ∼10 nm, this force can easily exert pressures greater than a few tens of GPa in the tip-contact region. The mode of AFM operation (direct contact or intermittent contact) has great influence over the electrochemical etching process because the modification to the surface relies on a variety of parameters that include the duration and strength of the electric field, the ionic current in the tip-sample gap as well as the tip scan velocity. Figure 1 provides direct evidence for both long-range electrostatic interaction forces as well as water meniscus formation when the tip is biased. Useful information can be obtained by monitoring the cantilever deflection and amplitude as the substrate is approached in both the direct and intermittent contact modes of operation, respectively. The water meniscus formation is possible between a hydrophilic tip and a hydrophobic surface even at a relative humidity of 10%, giving rise to a lift-off force of 15 nN [30] . However, a biased AFM tip can enhance the condensation of water at the tipsubstrate interface due to electrostatic attraction of polarized water molecules, a process often referred to as field enhanced water condensation [31, 32] . As a result, the biased AFM tip can experience two attractive forces, electrostatic and capillary. In figure 1(a), the increase in lift-off force as the tip bias is increased indicates the formation of a water meniscus. The Zhysteresis upon retraction increased from 93 to 150 nm as tip bias increased from 0 to −5 V. From figure 1(b), the presence of long-range attractive electrostatic forces is evident. Taken together, the data presented in figure 1 provide confirming evidence of bias-induced water condensation and long-range electrostatic interactions between the tip and substrate.
Graphite (carbon) as substrate presents a special case. When a local electric field is applied between a tip and a carbon substrate in the presence of a water meniscus, the oxidation of graphite produces raised graphitic oxide (GO) features (1-2 nm) or etched pits (1-100 nm) through the elimination of volatile products, CO and CO 2 [33] [34] [35] . Under sufficiently low bias and/or short periods such as in tapping mode, carbon can be preferentially oxidized rather than etched (for more details, see supporting information available at stacks.iop.org/ Nano/22/245302/mmedia). Even though the Pourbaix diagram shows the possibility of etching at low voltages, the chemical kinetics favors the oxidation of the carbon surface resulting in a raised surface feature rather than a depressed pit [36] . Hence, the conversion of C to gaseous CO and CO 2 is incomplete and only surface carbonyl, carboxyl and epoxy formation is expected. In reality, both processes outlined above may occur in parallel, producing localized features that contain carbon atoms modified by oxy functional groups due to incomplete reactions. The presence of such species is confirmed by Raman measurements (vide infra). Figure 2 summarizes the results of typical electrochemical oxidation and etching experiments performed on the topmost layers of an atomically flat HOPG substrate. At a relative humidity of 35% and a tip bias of −8 V, the HOPG surface can either be oxidized or etched depending on the mode of operation such as tapping or contact modes respectively (see figures 2(a) and (b)). The typical height of these features is 1-1.5 nm as determined from the corresponding z-height profile (shown in the line scan below figure 2(a)). As deduced from the z-height profiles in figure 2(b), a negative tip bias of −8 V in contact mode etches a trench ∼40 nm wide and with an apparent depth of 1.5 nm, suggesting the formation of a cut through ∼4-5 carbon layers. This observation is comparable to that obtained by Jiang et al [25] , who ramped voltage pulses from 8 to 5 V for a duration of 10 s in order to produce shallower cuts (less than 2 nm deep) through the HOPG layers. In this study, we have not attempted to quantify exactly the number of graphitic layers cut, because such precision would depend on many factors such as tip radius, tip speed, tip bias and relative humidity. Figure 2 (c) demonstrates the reliability of localized electrochemical etching to form well-defined geometries in the topmost graphitic layers of HOPG. The formation of hexagonal islands of different sizes is demonstrated. By analysis of these images, we can confirm that the inner portion (marked as 'i' in figure 2(c)) of the hexagon forms a graphitic island that is laterally isolated from the surrounding infinite graphite substrate (marked as 'o' in figure 2(c)). For this reason, we refer to the inner region as a 'mesoscopic graphitic island (MGI)'.
Electrochemical oxidation on HOPG
Electrostatic charging of MGIs
Because chemical modification of the graphitic layers is likely to result from electrochemical etching, systematic experiments were conducted to characterize the contact potential difference between the MGIs and the surrounding HOPG substrate. Figure 3 illustrates a typical electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) study of MGIs with varying size and trench dimensions. For a cantilever operating near resonance, a fixed bias voltage applied to the tip causes an attractive (repulsive) electrostatic force producing a frequency shift to lower (higher) frequencies and resulting in a negative (positive) phase shift of the cantilever that depends on the magnitude of the electrostatic force gradient. By adjusting the voltage on the tip until the phase shift vanishes, it is possible to estimate both the magnitude and polarity of the electrostatic potential difference between the tip and a local region on the substrate.
The AFM topography image in figure 3(a) shows MGIs with lateral dimensions of 500 nm (top pair of hexagons), 300 nm (middle pair) and 150 nm (bottom pair). Note that the perimeter around the upper right hexagon has intentionally not been completed, allowing the interior region of this partially formed hexagon to retain connectivity to the uppermost graphitic layers of the surrounding HOPG substrate. The trench depths are measured to be in the range of 2-5 nm. The corresponding EFM phase images (shown in figures 3(b)-(d) ) are recorded with tip biases of 0, +3, −3 V using a lift height of 60 nm. Figure 3(b) shows the EFM phase image recorded with a zero tip bias that reveals a small but measurable electrostatic signal presumably due to a work function difference between the tip and the HOPG. Interestingly, this signal provides evidence for a small phase contrast inside the hexagonal MGIs, when compared with the topography image in figure 3(a) . It is noteworthy that the upper right partial-hexagon does not exhibit this phase contrast because continuity of the top graphene layers allows charge equilibration between the partial MGI and the surrounding surface. The observations are more striking with bias applied on the tip. In figure 3(c) , the EFM image recorded with a tip bias of +3 V shows a positive phase shift of 0.4
• from the interior of the hexagons with respect to the rest of the HOPG surface. This phase shift is similar irrespective of the size of the hexagon and is uniform throughout the inside region. The trench regions are seen to be darker due to attractive capacitive interactions irrespective of the tip bias polarity. Again, the upper right hexagon does not exhibit any difference in phase. Upon reversal of tip bias (to −3 V), we observe, as shown in figure 3(d) , a reversal of EFM phase contrast for the MGIs, confirming the electrostatic nature of the interaction producing the phase shift. Analysis of these data suggests that the interior MGI regions are positively charged. Further examination of the data in figure 3 (d) provides evidence that the trench regions surrounding the hexagonal MGIs are oppositely charged with respect to the MGI interior. The apparent width of the trench was less in the phase images when compared with the topography image (see figures S1(a)-(c) available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/22/245302/ mmedia). This is due to the long-range nature of electrostatic forces and broadening of the potential distribution near the edges of the trench. This can also be inferred from the opposite phase shift that appears as a bright halo around the perimeter of the MGIs. The phase shift in the interior of the MGIs increased from 0.4
• to 0.7
• when the tip bias was set from +3 to +5 V at a constant lift height of 60 nm (see figures S1(d) and (e) available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/22/245302/mmedia).
MGIs defined by raised perimeters made of graphitic oxide species have also been investigated (figures 3(e) and (f) and figure S2 (available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/22/245302/ mmedia) in the ESM). Mild bias conditions as detailed in figure 2(a) were used to fabricate the MGIs. Interestingly, the EFM phase contrast shows that the interior region of the MGI is charged positively, similar to the ones shown in figures 3(c) and (d) with deep trenches, although the contrast associated with the perimeter is less. It is clear that the mild electrochemical conditions resulting in the modification of the top 2-3 graphene layers are sufficient to produce a charged MGI (also see figures S2(c) and (d) available at stacks.iop.org/ Nano/22/245302/mmedia).
The apparent charging of isolated MGIs was further investigated in a second set of experiments whose results are shown in figures 3(g)-(i). In these experiments, modifications were made to the top pair of large hexagons previously shown in figure 3(a) . Specifically, a small 0.2 μm diameter circle has been electrochemically etched inside the hexagon marked 1 in figure 3(g) using a negative tip bias of −10 V. Subsequent EFM phase imaging with the tip biased at ±3 V (see figures 3(h) and (i)) reveals a reduction in the phase contrast when compared to figures 3(c) and (d). A second modification was made to close the open side of the hexagonal MGI marked 2 in figure 3(g) . This modification reduced the electrical contact and further isolated the interior of the MGI from the surrounding HOPG. Only a small bridge of ∼50 nm width (see figure 3(g) ) now connects the interior of the MGI to the surrounding topmost layers of HOPG. Significantly, a pronounced EFM phase contrast develops within the interior of the MGI as can be seen by comparing figures 3(h) and (i) with figures 3(c) and (d). It is clear that the EFM phase difference across the interior of a hexagonal MGI can be controlled by the degree of isolation between the interior region and the surrounding HOPG substrate.
We have found that thermal activation of charge carriers can be used as a method to dissipate the charges resident on MGIs. In a typical experiment shown in figure 4 we have recorded EFM on a set of MGIs with different dimensions before and after heat treatment to realize the process of dissipation of charges. The MGIs are seen to be positively charged ( figure 4(a) ) as expected, including those created under milder conditions marked with the rectangular box. The HOPG containing the MGIs was then heated to 200
• C for 5 min on a hot plate and allowed to cool to the room temperature. Now the same MGIs were relocated for EFM phase imaging ( figure 4(b) ). Interestingly, regardless of tip bias polarity, the EFM phase contrast after heat treatment is the same (also see figure S3 available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/ 22/245302/mmedia). One can easily observe from figure 4 that following heat treatment there is no trace of charge in the interior of the MGIs. This result clearly indicates an increased coupling of the layers after the heat treatment along the c-axis, which leads to the dissipation of the charges.
The degree of electrical isolation of the MGIs was also examined by measuring current-voltage characteristics using C-AFM ( figure 5 ). This technique provides useful information about the local I (V ) characteristics of a sample under study, but the data include any unknown contact resistance that may develop between the tip and substrate. When the tip is positioned on flat HOPG or on half-completed hexagons (see inset of figure 5(a) ), the resulting I (V ) curves are linear, as shown by a typical (black) curve in figure 5(a) . Thus, the etching process alone did not significantly affect the electrical transport. Analysis of the slope of the I (V ) data near V = 0 gives a contact resistance of ∼3 k . However, when the tip is positioned within an isolated MGI-hexagon with a lateral dimension of 1 μm, separated from the surrounding HOPG by a trench of depth 70 nm, a distinctly non-linear I (V ) behavior occurs. Analysis of the slope of the I (V ) data near V = 0 gives a contact resistance of ∼200 k . This is nearly a 70 times higher resistance compared to HOPG. Interestingly, current mapping on the MGIs has revealed that the edges on either side of the trench regions appear as brighter features (see figure  S4 available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/22/245302/mmedia) due to highly conducting edge states; this observation is consistent with prior work [37] . Further experiments were conducted on an MGI with raised perimeter, shown in the inset of figure 5(b) . These data indicate a factor of 4.4 increase in resistance as well as a slight non-linearity near V = 0, suggesting a lesser degree of electrical isolation. Further, the I (V ) behavior reverts to a linear characteristic after heat treatment, with resistance values from MGIs comparable to the surrounding HOPG (see figure  S5 (available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/22/245302/mmedia) in the ESM).
Micro-Raman characterization
Raman spectroscopy is a particularly useful tool for structural characterization of carbon materials. The Raman spectrum of HOPG (curve 'a' in figure 6) has two major peaks at 1580 cm −1 (G band) and 2690 cm −1 (2D band). The G band is due to in plane vibrations of the sp 2 carbon network. The D band at 1330 cm −1 arises due to the presence of topological or functional defects which introduce the sp 3 carbons into the large sp 2 carbon network. Although the D band is not seen at all locations on a HOPG surface, its overtone (2D band) is seen as it is very sensitive to the stacking order of graphene sheets along the c-axis [38] . During the AFM electrochemical oxidation of HOPG, the oxidative species (OH − and a small upshift in the G band position (to 1582 cm −1 ). The shoulder in spectrum 'b' at 1613 cm −1 clearly indicates the presence of oxy functional groups along with the topological defects [38] . We have also created large pits on HOPG whose dimensions (diameter 1-2 μm and depth 500 nm) are comparable to the micro-Raman probe diameter. The spectrum 'c' is very different from the HOPG ('a') and the most salient differences are (i) a strong D band (∼1330 cm −1 ) with higher intensity as compared to the G band; (ii) a much broader G band whose position at 1595 cm −1 (an up shift of 15 cm
with respect to HOPG) signifies the oxidation of the graphite lattice (see spectrum 'c'). The shape of the 2D band is very different as compared to the spectra 'a' and 'b' and may reflect a disruption in c-axis periodicity due to the introduction of oxy functional groups during oxidation of graphitic layers.
Further discussion
Using a biased AFM tip, the electrochemical oxidation and etching of HOPG has been studied. By varying the tip bias voltage, lines or trenches have been written into the top layers of HOPG. The depths of the trenches can be controlled by adjusting the tip bias voltage. Using the lithographic capabilities inherent in AFM, patterns of varying complexity have been defined by writing trenches with specific geometries. Of particular interest is the formation of mesoscopic graphitic islands (MGIs) with interiors that are laterally electrically isolated from the surrounding HOPG substrate. Using EFM techniques, shallow trenches with a depth of ∼2 nm or less are found to exhibit a pronounced negative charge distribution along their length, suggesting the presence of oxy functional groups that form during the electrochemical etching. Subsequent micro-Raman examination of such electrochemically etched features provides direct evidence for the presence of such groups. Examination of the interior of the MGIs by EFM indicates that a net positive charge is distributed uniformly across the island interior. The charge persists for many hours, suggesting that a permanent electrostatic polarization of an MGI interior has been produced. When the interior of an MGI remains partially connected to the surrounding HOPG substrate by a bridge, the positive charge distribution is greatly reduced. Experiments show that the net positive charge distribution can also be reduced by performing lithography in the interior of a closed hexagon (essentially contacting it) with a negatively biased tip. Taken together, these experiments suggest that the net negative charge distributed around the perimeter of an MGI is formed at least partially from electrons removed from the interior of the MGI.
Similar charge persistence has been reported for carbon nanotubes supported on insulating SiO 2 substrates [39] . After contact with a biased AFM tip, a nanotube could remain charged for many hours. Separate experiments were conducted to assess the degree of electrical isolation of an MGI from the surrounding HOPG substrate. The highly non-linear I (V ) data obtained when the MGIs were bounded by deep trenches (see figure 6 (b)) suggests that current flow through the islands is indeed weakly coupled to the surrounding HOPG substrate. Such a weak coupling could be produced by filamentary contacts bridging the topmost carbon layers to the surrounding HOPG substrate. Alternatively, the large resistivity ratio between the basal plane and the c-axis directions in pyrolytic graphite is well known; measured values for the c-axis resistivity are ∼100 times greater than for the basal plane [40] . If the top few layers of the MGI interior are well isolated laterally from the surrounding HOPG substrate, then current flow through the MGI will occur predominantly along the c-axis, with the result that a higher resistance might be expected. The fact remains that electrical current can flow through the islands, suggesting that the persistence of the interior charge distribution is likely the result of a permanent charge polarization that sets up in the top few graphitic layers in HOPG during the oxidation lithography process. Such a charge polarization will have deleterious effects on any electronic devices that may be formed using an AFM-based nanolithography process. On the other hand, it may have potential applications where charge localization and storage is desirable.
Because the exact quantitative estimation of charges is limited by self-capacitance effects induced by the tip-cone and cantilever of the scanning probe, we have used an approximate parallel plate capacitor model to estimate the charges in the interior of the hexagons. Experiments were conducted to specifically determine the tip bias voltage at which the EFM phase contrast disappears. When this condition is met, the tip voltage approximately equals the potential of the MGI. In a series of such experiments, we inferred that the interior of an MGI was charged to a potential of approximately +0.5 V. This result can be understood by considering the electrostatic potential V (z) that develops as a function of distance z above a disc of radius R with a uniform charge density σ . The solution of this problem is given by
For the MGI used in this study, R = 0.25 μm, implying that charge densities σ ≈ +3.5 × 10 −5 C m −2 are present on the top surface of an MGI, roughly equivalent to the permanent removal of ∼40 ± 4 electronic charges from the interior of the 0.5 μm diameter hexagonal island.
It is possible that during the formation of an MGI, a disruption in the c-axis periodicity from its nominal value of 0.35 nm has occurred. It has been reported that the pressure required to exfoliate graphite is ∼0.4 MPa [41] . There are two possible forces that might initiate delamination: (i) electrostatic pressure on the topmost surface due to the electric field produced by the surface charge distribution σ and (ii) the capillary force exerted on the substrate upon lift-off when using a biased tip. Using values of σ inferred above, it is easy to decide that the electrostatic pressure is negligible. However, the ∼32 nN lift-off forces, as inferred from figure 1(a), can produce a pressure that exceeds that required to exfoliate graphite. This lift-off force is concentrated around the perimeter of the MGI and it may serve to delaminate the topmost graphitic layers as the tip is pulled away. However, this effect is very local. Importantly, the evolution of CO and CO 2 gases during lithography may significantly contribute to a disruption of the c-axis periodicity, down to several layers. Such delamination effects would further isolate the topmost layer(s) of graphite from the underlying substrate and may contribute to the observed non-linearity in I (V ) when measured along the c-direction. This observation further suggests that in addition to the lateral isolation produced by the trenches formed around the perimeter, there may be an additional isolation along the c-axis due to penetration of oxy anions into the graphene layers during the lithographic process. The strain induced due to penetration of oxy anions results in the poor overlapping of π-orbitals of the topmost graphene layers with the bottom of the HOPG.
The above study offers a facile method to create spatially confined graphene-like structure, which could form the foundation of functional devices, namely mesoscopic graphitic islands. Further studies should focus on extraction and transfer of few-layer graphene from MGIs onto desired substrates such as boron nitride [42] rather than growing graphene on common substrates. In this way, the advantages of pristine, suspended graphene can be preserved without the deleterious interactions with most substrates. In addition, the oxy functional groups at the trenches offer a means of decorating molecules of specific interest carrying suitable mating groups [43] .
Conclusions
In summary, electrochemical modifications (oxidation and etching) of HOPG surfaces have been realized during AFM bias lithography in contact and intermittent contact modes. We have utilized the above phenomena to fabricate mesoscopic graphitic islands (MGIs) that are laterally isolated from the HOPG substrate. The electrical properties of these MGIs were characterized using EFM and conducting-AFM. The EFM studies have revealed that these MGIs are permanently polarized. The electrical transport through the interior of an MGI is non-linear, as shown by conducting-AFM experiments. These observations can be attributed to the local change of electronic structure by incorporation of oxy functional groups around the perimeter of an MGI during the lithographic process.
